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In the total 20 trillion years so far, he also theorized new skills, abilities, and 
killing techniques in the face of overwhelming authorities like the Indefatigable 
Dynamis of Extremity that could transform into anything. 

He stipulated how far he could expand Decreta of Dimensions, and just what 
each of them could accomplish together…or if he Converged them to form a 
Dynamis of Extremity. 

He also stipulated the Natural Laws and Fundamental Natural Laws and what 
could be birthed with their Convergence! 

He made immeasurable gains as when he left this space and took these 
trillions of years worth of experiences and computations…who knew what 
result they could bring! 

At 30 Trillion Years, Noah had fully decided on the path he would follow as he 
would choose to allow nothingness to permeate across his soul, with the end 
result being that he wouldn't be entirely extinguished and he would instead 
rise to be stronger than ever. 

His Soul continued to experience the vicissitudes of time in a region outside 
the scope of time, repeating the same calculations and reinforcing the same 
knowledge as after the passing of 50 Trillion Years in his perspective, he was 
ready to undertake his grand ordeal. 

"..." 

The absence of everything was deafening as Noah felt the dread of emptiness 
that had been trying to pierce into his soul this whole time. 

After countless calculations, he was extremely determined as with a thought, 
his robust defense around his soul instantly faded as he didn't even wait for 
the emptiness to rush in, with him spreading his soul outwards to meet the 



emptiness as gradually…he began to lose sensation and recognition of large 
swathes of his soul! 

He…was becoming a part of utter oblivion and nothingness as not a shred of 
fear could be seen. 

His soul was akin to a vast sea that was slowly swallowed up by darkness, 
reducing until barely a cluster the size of a grain of rice remained. 

Like the last blazing light in the midst of immense darkness that sought to 
snuff it out of Existence! 

And the engulfing waves of darkness rolled in to completely cover the last 
shred of Noah's soul as everything was permeated with 

emptiness!𝗇𝑂𝗏𝗲𝓵𝑵𝐄xt.𝑐𝒐𝔪 

"..." 

Emptiness. 

Nothingness. 

Death. 

True Death! 

His Body and Origin had long since taken the maddening emptiness in while 
transforming under the grandeur of the Crimson Extremity Panacea. 

Now, the soul had taken it in all at once while the light of the Crimson 
Extremity Panacea still burned with its purpose! 

All three aspects of Existence were now filled with emptiness as for those who 
wanted to live while surrounded by such a thing…their soul had to wake from 
this emptiness out of its own volition! 

No outside help could do it. 

The Soul was akin to the spark. 

It was required to move the Origin and the Body. 



If the soul didn't wake, the other Aspects of Existence would begin to break 
down and turn completely into nothingness soon after! 

At such a juncture of death where sentience was not there, all that remained 
were the basal responses of the Origin, Body, and Soul. 

The response of preservation and life for any living concept. 

If they couldn't usher in anything for their survival, they would perish! 

There was utmost silence as no reaction occurred while emptiness fully 
settled into every part of what used to be Noah Osmont. 

Thereafter…a minuscule twitch was seen on one of the fingers of his hands 
as thereafter…nothing!I think you should take a look at 

HUUM! 

Then, a slow pulse released from his Origin as thereafter…nothing! 

No matter how profound their basal responses were to preserve themselves, 
the spark had to come from the soul! 

And at such a juncture, the countless probabilities that Noah had stipulated 
came into place. 

The reason why he allowed emptiness to permeate into his soul. 

It was because he was confident of his success after trillions of years! 

And the only reason for this…was nothing other than the nature of his soul. 

Nothing other than the culprit who pushed Noah over the cliff when he was 
indecisive on what to do. 

This culprit knew this innately because its nature was the core of Noah's soul. 

It was deeply entrenched in him that even if he couldn't feel any Essences or 
authorities…he should still be able to feel what made up his soul! 

And even after he came to this realization trillions of years ago, Noah had not 
called it forth as he knew he had to first attain the infusion of Complete 
emptiness. 



And so at this juncture, what made up his soul began to hum in the face of 
Complete extinction. 

HUUM! 

The humming was immeasurable as it was akin to an ancient celestial fiend 
waking from oblivion- a variegated light erupting out as…Quintessence blared! 

The culprit that had set Noah on this path and the one that made up the very 
nature of his Soul! 

Quintessence shouted out with glory as it was akin to the lighting up of 
countless cellular flames- his Body and Origin instantly burning with utmost 
brightness in the area of Complete darkness! 

And in the midst of this astonishing brilliance, the eyelids of an entirely new 
existence flung open. 

BOOOM! 

Akin to the force of trillions of singularities being born! 

The dreadful area of darkness blazed as it wasn't pushed away, waves of it 
intermixed with this astonishing brilliance and becoming one as in this new 
stage of life of the being known as Noah Osmont, a prompt shining with 
halcyon obsidian ecritures blared before his open eyes. 

[You Aspects of Existence have been exposed to the Vacuous Hyperversal 
Authority!] 

[You have touched minuscule threads of the Vacuous Hyperversal Authority 
and integrated them into your being.] 

WAA! 

Vacuous Hyperversal Authority. 

It was termed 'that' by the Adjudicator of Dissolution as she didn't speak of 
what it was freely. 

It was what some existences who had attained Extremity would at times 
arouse or simply have it. 



The ability and capability to live and even possibly prosper outside of the 
scope of space and time itself! 

Vacuous! 

Hyperversal! 

Authority! 
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[You have touched minuscule threads of the Vacuous Hyperversal Authority 
and incorporated them into your being.] 

This prompt blared before Noah with obsidian gold grandeur as his Aspects of 
Existence felt the potent streams of emptiness surging all around! 

The authority that allowed beings to survive outside the scope of space, time, 
and reality itself was termed Vacuous Hyperversal Authority as at this 
moment, Noah had managed to incorporate it into his Existence. 

Something that was only possible for beings who had achieved Extremity, or 
truly special Apex Aeonic Lifeforms! 

Noah's eyes were calm and deep as they gazed at this transformation, his 
gaze seeming like that of an ancient life form that had lived for far too long. 

His eyes carried deep traces of vicissitudes as he seemed to know everything 
that was occurring, his hand rising before his eyes as he saw multicolored 
waves of radiance in addition to utmost emptiness coursing through 

him.𝗇𝑂𝒱𝑒𝓁𝞰𝑬xt.𝕔𝑶𝗆 

This current transformation came through with a variety of factors, where he 
still felt the essence of the Crimson Extremity Panacea and its wonders, as 
well as something else entirely. 

[The scope of reality and non-reality becomes thinner under your eyes.] 

[You were drenched with traces of Tier 3 Hyperversal Extremity Authority 
during your transformation.] 

…! 



Tier 3 Hyperversal Extremity Authority. 

Noah heard such a term as his newly elevated soul very quickly traced the 
Source of such an authority as he followed it to his Avalon Dimensional 
Chassis, and the visage of the Adjudicator of Dissolution who was releasing 
liquefied waves of the aura of Extremity unto him! 

Such an authority was termed Hyperversal Extremity Authority, and this being 
even had hers at Tier 3. 

This type of authority was different from the Vacuous Hyperversal Authority 
that existed outside the scope of Reality! 

It seemed that existences who expanded a concept all the way to Extremity 
attained Hyperversal Extremity Authority, and from these beings…those 
Destined would also attain the Vacuous Hyperversal Authority that allowed 
them to survive and thrive in non-reality. 

[The authority of the Crimson Extremity Panacea, Vacuous Hyperversal 
Authority, and streams of liquefied Tier 3 Hyperversal Extremity Authority 
mixed together to forge an unprecedented foundation.] 

THUMP! 

The beat of his heart returned even grander than ever. 

All the pristine sources of essence within his body cycled in fantastical ways 
as throughout it, 81 points of light began to bloom like pronounced 
singularities! 

[81 Extremity Meridian Seeds have begun to bloom within your Aspects of 
Existence.] 

Not just within his Body, Origin, or Soul- but throughout all of these Aspects, 
Extremity Meridian Seeds to ensure successful Apexification bloomed! 

And even as they did so… 

[The Extremity Meridian Seeds within your body have had their nature altered 
as they transform into 81 Hyperversal Extremity Meridian Seeds!] 

WAA! 



An unprecedented rise in grandeur and glory as Noah knew just how crucial 
the word Hyperversal was. 

For his Extremity Meridian Seeds to contain such a term…it was a boon 
whose wonders would only truly be known later! 

Inside his body, 81 Singularities bloomed as they looked like multicolored 
seeds emanating immense waves of Extremity. 

Along with such an action… 

[Your Aspects of Existence are establishing the Unrecorded Aeonic 
Quintessential Hyperversal Extremity Foundation.]I think you should take a 
look at 

[The Aeonic Quintessential Hyperversal Extremity Foundation contains within 
it wisps of the budding Vacuous Hyperversal Authority!] 

A glorious foundation was being established! 

The Unrecorded Aeonic Quintessential Hyperversal Extremity Foundation! 

It was a mouthful, but it was the result of multiple factors coming together. 

And within it, there were traces of 'that'. 

Vacuous Hyperversal Authority. 

Noah monitored the advancement of this transformation with aged eyes as the 
81 Hyperversal Extremity Meridian Seeds within his Aspects of Existence 
released blinding lights that connected each of them to each other! 

The lines of connection coursed through his body and connected all parts of 
him together as his Origin, Body, and Soul seemed to be anchored by these 
82 Hyperversal Extremity Meridian Seeds. 

This in itself was utterly fantastical, but did we truly know of its full 
significance?! 

A glimpse of this was about to be shown through another location as the 
instant Noah's eyes opened with his Aeonic Quintessential Hyperversal 
Extremity Foundation being established, his Clones underwent profound 
changes and transformations as well! 



And in the region of one particular Clone, there were also answers. 

— 

Above billowing stellar clouds overseeing a vast Haven. 

The veiled figure of the Adjudicator of Dissolution was continuing to allow the 
flow of her liquified pure aura of Extremity onto the lifeless visage of the 
Avalon Dimensional Chassis when all of a sudden… 

BOOOM! 

An immense force of life erupted out from the clone adorned in purple robes, 
but it wasn't just a force of life! 

It carried with it a shocking trace of authority that caused the veiled Esteemed 
Extremity to express in a single word. 

[Impossible…] 

…! 

Her figure removed her hand as Noah's Avalon Dimensional Chassis opened 
its bright eyes, a fantastical transformation mimicking what was occurring with 
his main body beginning to take place as he locked his gaze with the veil of 
the existence that had emitted liquefied streams of the aura of Extremity into 
him. 

He owed her immense gratitude as she was the reason his profound 
foundation was about to be utterly ridiculous since what she emitted unto him 
was her Tier 3 Hyperversal Extremity Authority! 

An authority that his body now carried a trace amount of due to his budding 
foundation as her surprise could not be contained, her figure coming down to 
Noah's situated level as she spoke again. 

[What did you just do? Your Existence is emanating something that is not in 
any way possible for you to be expressing.] 

Something that should be impossible for him! 



Noah's countenance was vivacious as he raised his hand and felt the minute 
changes occurring as he spoke out grandly, his voice carrying immense age 
and ancientness within it that wasn't there before. 

"Something I shouldn't have…is it the Hyperversal Extremity Authority?" 

…! 

He spoke freely as it didn't seem like the words and tone of a junior speaking 
with an existence who was far older and more achieved than him! 

The illusory trillions of years Noah had experienced had impacts that were far 
too real as it seemed like an entirely different person came out on the other 
side! 
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His words caused further surprise for the being before him as she rose again. 

Hyperversal Extremity Authority. 

He didn't truly 'have' it as much as his Foundation was being built with it as the 
basis- with this Authority being something that was still very far from Noah, or 
from him being able to actually mobilize it! 

The grandeur of Tier 3 Hyperversal Extremity Authority blazed around 
Svetlana's body and focused on her eyes that came to gaze upon Noah freely. 

Hee veiled brows rose as she saw something few others could see, her voice 
coming out knowingly at this moment in time as she saw 81 illusory dots of 
light on Noah's Avalon Dimensional Chassis- dots that were radiating the 
authority she was all too familiar with! 

Paired with her knowledge and the fact that she observed this being obtaining 
the First Extremity Panacea… 

[You've forged your Extremity Meridian Seeds from the Crimson Extremity 
Panacea, and yet they carry with them a foundation of Hyperversal Extremity 
Authority. Do you know exactly what that means?] 

Her eyes peered through the veils of secrecy as Noah replied succinctly. 



"Enlighten me." 

[Hyperversal Extremity Authority is what everyone seeks. When taking any 
concept towards Extremity, one has to expand it towards new heights, and 
then resonate it with other concepts of Extremity to further extrapolate its 
possibilities, and then either of two paths can be taken. Either absolve a single 
concept from all other concepts to finally take it to achieve Extremity, or take 
the identity of the singular convergence of concepts and take that towards 
Extremity. The moment a concept achieves Extremity, one gains access to 
Hyperversal Extremity Authority] 

WAA! 

A concept was expanded towards Extremity as later, it was resonated with 
other Concepts of Extremity to further show its possibilities! This was the 
Convergence of Concepts to become Dynamis of Extremity! 

And after one forged a myriad of Dynamis of Extremity, or even be talented 
enough to form Absolute Dynamis of Extremity that were also termed Seeds 
of Extremity, they held a variety of choices on their hands. 

It all depends on their definition of Extremity. 

If one believed in a singular definition of a concept, they could diverge it from 
all others and use all obtained authority to take it further than ever before- 
taking this single concept alone towards Extremity. 

Those who believe in the synchrony of their concepts as a whole could 
choose to take the whole cluster of concepts under one identity- this single 
identity of a Dynamis being the thing to be taken towards Extremity! 

[Taking a Dynamis towards Extremity is unimaginably hard due to the myriad 
of identities that make it up, so most Hyperversal Extremities will take singular 
concepts to Extremity so they can attain Hyperversal Extremity Authority. 
Their Tier will be low, but they will have attained that authority nonetheless. 
But you…Your Foundation's Meridian Seeds carry traces of Hyperversal 
Extremity Authority at their core as your expansion of either clusters of 
concepts under a single identity of a Dynamis or a single concept's expansion 
towards Extremity…it means you will not face any issues whatever path you 
take.] 

…! 



Taking a Dynamis towards Extremity was immensely hard, and this was why 
any being who was able to form an Absolute Dynamis of Extremity was 
extremely special- they had an eventual guarantee to expand such a thing 
towards Extremity! 

[Your foundation is quite literally paving the way for you towards Extremity as 
it is based on an authority you should only gain after you achieve Extremity. 
My interference should have not been enough to cause such a 
thing…otherwise we would be able to produce terrifying geniuses every time a 
Scion absorbed an Extremity Panacea. Hyperversal Extremity Authority is not 
something you can simply incorporate into your being that easily…so what did 
you do to allow it to incorporate into your Extremity Meridian Seeds?] 

She had unveiled much of the secrecy surrounding this shocking 
transformation as even then, it should have not been a possibility! 

What could he have done to allow such an impossible change to take place? 

The most that her infusion of Hyperversal Extremity Authority should have 
done is to stimulate his Life force and aid in him taking his concepts towards 
higher Boundary Layers as they came across the authority they would attain if 
they reached Extremity. 

So what exactly had he done?! 

Towards such a question, Noah's answer was a simple one. 

And it was an answer that caused the Existence who had achieved Extremity 
and attained Tier 3 Hyperversal Extremity Authority to gaze towards him 
without saying a word for a few seconds. 

Noah talked while gazing at the stellar clouds below with an expression of 
utmost grandness and majesty. 

"For that, I simply had to expose my Body, Origin, and Soul entirely to 
Vacuous Hyperversal Authority." 

…! 

BOOM! 

A shocking set of words! 



Words that left the Tier 3 Hyperversal Extremity before him speechless!I think 
you should take a look at 

[If you did that, you would have died.] 

"I did die." 

[...] 

"I died, but who decided I should stay dead? While bathed with Vacuous 
Hyperversal Authority and your Hyperversal Extremity Authority in conjunction 
with the Crimson Extremity Panacea, the current results were ushered in. For 
that, I owe you a favor." 

He spoke of owing the Tier 3 Hyperversal Extremity before him a favor as if 
this was a grand thing for her! As if it was a pristine blessing for anyone to 
hold! 

And the Adjudicator of Dissolution stared back at him grandly as she asked 
amidst all this. 

[Did you…attain 'that'?] 

Since he was bathed in it, died, and yet somehow survived, did he now have 
it? 

Had someone who had not even attained Apexification achieved something 
never before done in the Aeonic Annals of Extremity?! 

Towards such a question, Noah's eyes were deep and filled with eons of Age 
as he smiled devilishly. 

— 

[You are establishing a foundation that is paving the quickest path towards 
Extremity.] 

[The establishment of the Unrecorded Aeonic Quintessential Hyperversal 
Extremity Foundation is modifying your Aspects of Existence entirely.] 

[Your Origin is changing its nature.] 

[Your Soul is changing its nature.] 



[Your Body is changing its nature.] 

Noah observed the glorious changes calmly as at the same time, his Will 
moved of its own volition. 

He had made many gains in the time he had spent in the emptiness of time 
and space, but some of his biggest gains were what he computed and 
theorized in the trillions of illusory years he weathered through. 

And at this moment, he began to put the many theories into practice as first… 

it was the profundity he had managed to achieve in his Boundaries that far, far 
exceeded the 9th Boundary Layer! 

BZZT! 

His will imposed its new understanding of Quintessence. 

And utmost radiance flourished as… 

[Understanding of Quintessence far exceeding the 9th Boundary Layer is 
being expressed!] 

[The 10th Boundary Layer is not achievable unless one's Extremity Meridians 
are enacted.] 

HOONG! 

Blaring brilliance erupted as profound changes occurred! 

[Your Hyperversal Extremity Meridian Seeds take on the budding Seed of 
Quintessence!] 

[The moment that the Hyperversal Extremity Meridian Seeds bloom into 
Hyperversal Extremity Meridians, the Seed of Quintessence will bloom into its 
10th Boundary Layer!]𝗇𝑂𝗏𝗲𝓵𝑵𝐄xt.𝑐𝒐𝔪 

…! 
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He had 81 Hyperversal Extremity Meridian 



Seeds as the moment they bloomed into Hyperversal Extremity Meridians, the 
Seed of Quintessence would bud into its 10th Boundary Layer! 

Normally, when beings underwent Apexification, they had to choose one 
distinction- one concept of Extremity to define themselves as this would be 
taken to the 10th Boundary Layer. 

Now, Noah had Quintessence ready to do so! 

But, his gains over the trillions of illusory years he experienced didn't just stop 
here. 

He had theorized too many things. 

He had seen across the truth of too many of his concepts and possibilities! 

So his will moved once more. 

{Understanding of Loot far exceeding the 9th Boundary Layer is being 
expressed!} 

{The 10th Boundary Layer is not achievable unless one's Extremity Meridians 
are enacted.} 

{Your Hyperversal Extremity Meridian Seeds take on the budding Seed of 
Loot!} 

Loot came to a similar conclusion as every single Boundary under Noah… 

{Understanding of Manadynamics far exceeding the 9th Boundary Layer is 
being expressed!} 

{Understanding of Blood far exceeding the 9th Boundary Layer is….} 

{Understanding of Fantasia…} 

Tens of prompts passed over his eyes multiple times over as his soup 
expressedsome of its gains in the last few illusory countless of years. 

And while he enacted the Seeds of 10th Boundary Layers for all of his 
Boundaries, the transformation of his Aspects of Existence under his new 
Foundation continued! 



It continued, and his involvement in it was calculative and heavy as he came 
to focus on his soul. 

As his Foundation was being established, his Aeonic Soul Values had entirely 
crossed the 22 Million number as it now surged past 50 Million. 

It had much more breadth. 

It could contain many more things! 

Even though at this moment, the Absolute Seed of one potent concept had 
made stupendous strides after its Master was able to survive the emptiness it 
gave out. 

Noah's eyes flashed as he pulled up the prompts in regards to the wondrous 
Absolute Seed of Extremity that had made what just occurred possible. 

{The Convergence of the Indefatigable Dynamis of Extremity has reached 
75%} 

{Aeonic Anti-Mana has been changed to become Miniature Vacuous 
Hyperversal Domain.} 

{Aeonic Mana Drain has been changed to become Vacuous Reality 
Absorption.} 

Yes! 

Anti-Mana became Miniature Vacuous Hyperversal Domain to truly represent 
what it stood for, while Mana Drain became Vacuous Reality Absorption. 

He would absorb the very reality around him including other beings' essence 
and soul values, permanently taking it to become his. 

Great strides were made. 

Stupendous advancements took place. 

And yet, Noah truly wasn't done! 

His will now came to concentration on his Origin after he sensed the 

expanded breadth of his Soul.𝗇𝑂𝗏𝗲𝓵𝑵𝐄xt.𝑐𝒐𝔪 



His Origin that now pulsed with streams of Vacuous Hyperversal Authority. 

An Origin that could survive outside of the bounds of time and space! 

The First and Second Planes of Extremity shone with ever increasing 
radiance at such an elevation as they were more expanded and filled with 
quintillions more of their respective Cosmos than before. 

At such a juncture, Noah wanted to put into practice another gain from the 
stipulations of countless of illusory years. 

His Origin that was made up of Dimensional Realities. 

The 9 Dimensional Realities on his First Plane of Extremity that were Minor 
Planes, and the 9 Dimensional Realities on his Second Plane of Extremity that 
were Major Planes! 

For his Unrecorded Aeonic Quintessential Hyperversal Extremity Foundation, 
he had to very drastically define and alter this Origin by taking it to another 
level entirely. 

And he knew exactly what to do as commands began to be expressed from 
his will. 

"Elevate the Concept of Reality towards Extremity." 

HUUM! 

Reality. 

It varied for different beings as it could be altered in fantastical ways 
depending on one's Soul Value. 

The strength of one's Soul and the concepts they comprehended were crucial 
to the alteration of reality. 

Those capable of expanding the very concept of Reality towards Extremity 
were also stepping on a grand path that was one of the more arduous ones to 
actually take to Extremity! 

Yet for Noah, a Source of Crimson III Aeonic Pearl of Extremity burned as it 
took such a concept across multiple Boundaries Layers until it arrived on the 
9th. 



And even thereafter, Noah had already extrapolated what the very Boundary 
Layers of Reality would look like as an instant later… 

{Understanding of Reality far exceeding the 9th Boundary Layer is being 
expressed!} 

{Your Hyperversal Extremity Meridian Seeds take on the budding Seed of 
Reality!} 

Reality itself was ready to enter the 10th Boundary Layer. 

BZZT! 

Tendrils of multicolored grandeur wrapped around Noah after this action as in 
the Infinite Plane, the darkness he was encased in disappeared. 

Miniature Vacuous Hyperversal Domain was turned off as the blaring and 
immense glow of his enacting Foundation and Seeds of Concepts ready to 
reach the 10th Boundary Layer erupted from him. 

His visage looked otherworldly with all the essence surging around it, and at 
this moment…Noah's concentration remained on his Origin as he called up 
the newly enacted Boundary of Reality. 

He then…called up the Boundary of Dimensions! 

He was about to take a drastic but calculated action for his Origin which held 
Dimensional Realities…he took a deep breath that focused on cycling the 
Boundaries of Dimensions and Reality around his Origin. 

…! 

He was cycling Dimensions and Reality as he initiated on forming a Second 
Dynamis of Extremity the instant he woke up from his countless computations. 

His Soul had grown strong enough with the establishment of his basis as he 
could handle another seed- a seed that would undoubtedly be an Absolute 
Seed of Extremity as well! 

He knew this with confidence as apart from Dimensions and Reality… 

"Place Dreams into the mix." 



WAA! 

The old Decreta of Dreams expanded into a Boundary was breathed in and 
cycled together with Dimensions and Reality across Noah's Origin. 

It may have been hard or impossible to put these concepts together, but when 
they quite literally made up his Origin…it was the most natural thing ever as at 
this moment, the Minor and Major Planes of Dreams in his First and Second 
Planes of Extremity began to buzz with grandeur! 
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The Minor and Major Planes of Dreams in his First and Second Planes of 
Extremity began to buzz with grandeur! 

And they wouldn't be alone as… 

"Place Avalon into the mix." 

…! 

Noah's voice calculatively continued to ring out as he continued on a glorious 
path that no others could follow. 

One Dimensional Reality after another began to light up thereafter as Noah 
took their sources and began to cycle them Quintessentially,resonating 
already connected concepts that held the same identity. 

This should have been much more arduous than when he initially made the 
Indefatigable Dynamis of Extremity as its total number of Boundaries would 
exceed 9,and Noah was having an easy time doing it as he had calculated 
and run countless simulations over the past trillions of illusory years about this 
and multiple other possible Dynamis of Extremity! 

How they would mix.𝗇𝑂𝒱𝑒𝓁𝞰𝑬xt.𝕔𝑶𝗆 

How they would resonate. 

What product they could produce? 

And just what changes it would bring to his Origin for him to be doing this. 



All of it was under his eyes as a fantastical chain reaction took place while the 
Dream, Avalon,Niflheim,Fantasia,Apollyon, Mirror,Prana,Elysium,and 
Quantum Dimensional Realities resonated with pristine authority while their 
respective concepts were being cycled Quintessentially with the concepts of 
Dimensions and Reality! 

{The Convergence of more than 9 concepts is occurring as your Soul is being 
put under a great strain!} 

His gaze was cold as he felt like he was being squeezed from all 
directions,but this was when an instant later,a powerful burst of authority 
supported his Origin and Soul. 

{The budding Unrecorded Aeonic Quintessential Hyperversal Extremity 
Foundation reinforces your Aspects of Existence and supports the birth of an 
Absolute Seed of Extremity.} 

One of the boons of his Foundation! 

It was in its name. 

Hyperversal Extremity Foundation.It was a foundation meant to lead one 
towards easily obtaining and utilizing Hyperversal Extremity Authority! 

So it would support Noah's ridiculous endeavors like enacting an Absolute 
Dynamis of Extremity exceeding 9 Boundaries. 

{The cycling Boundary Essences have extremely high affinity and similar 
Origins.} 

{The concepts of Dreams,Avalon,Niflheim, 
Fantasia,Apollyon,Mirror,Prana,Elysium, and Quantum resonate with their 
respective Dimensional Realities in your Origin,the forged Unnamed Dynamis 
of Extremity becoming inextricably linked toyour Origin.} 

{The concepts of Dimensions and Reality mix harmoniously with the 9 
Dimensional Realities and their concepts as a profound Convergence of 
extremely compatible concepts is occurring!} 

Like a well oiled machine,his Origin thrummed. 



His soul bore the weight of the coming Second Unnamed Absolute Dynamis 
of Extremity as its purpose was the growth and Quintessence of his Origin! 

Streams of authority from the Dimensional Realities circulated rapidly through 
his Origin while the authority of Dimensions and Reality mixed in,all of it 
following a lemniscate path as a blaring configuration of authority clad in a 
stellar black gold light. 

Radiant black gold! 

It seemed authoritative,regal,and filled with power. 

{Another Absolute Seed of Extremity has begun to be forged!} 

Yet another Absolute Seed of Extremity! 

Something that genius Apex Aeonic Lifeforms forged,something that was 
more commonly associated with existences that had reached Extremity. 

Yet Noah had forged one as not too long after,another Absolute Seed of 
Extremity was born. 

{A Second Unnamed Dynamis of Extremity has been born!} 

{The unique conditions and link of the concepts within the Second Unnamed 
Dynamis of Extremity have placed its rate of Convergence at 25%} 

{The features of Dimensional String Alteration and String Theory 
Manifestation have been born!} 

…! 

His Origin pulsed with utmost grandeur as fantastical changes began to take 
place, quintillions of unique Dimensional Cosmos beginning to erupt from 
singularities moving in string like fashion and releasing pristine vibrations 
around them that caused the emergence of even more cosmic singularities. 

It was the advent of a glorious Seed of Extremity meant to advance the Realm 
of the True Emperor of Quintessence! 

— 

Within the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution. 



In the depths of the Abyssal Sanctimonious Lands,on the periphery of the 
floating obelisks where most Scions were. 

At this point in time,most had rushed towards the fissure opening up in the 
Vein of Dissolution while some of the more prominent Scions were grappling 
to obtain the Golden Extremity Panaceas! 

Yet in the far back of the periphery,auras of immense potency and power 
were appearing as some in particular were as stupendous as Unrivaled 
Scions like Erikson or Atlas! 

Yet they were far in the back. 

Hidden in a thick veil that seemed to actually carry traces of Vacuous 
Hyperversal Extremity Authority! 

Why was this? 

Across the Seven Aeonic Havens,were all Inheritances and factions united in 
harmony while seeking Extremity? 

Was such a paradisiacal thought even a possibility? 

The answer was no! 

Everyone sought Extremity in their own way. 

And if beings had souls,there would always be greed and conflict. 

Some beings in particular…were greedy for the souls of others. 

When they made a move,they moved with utmost surety as they would be 
veiled by an authority that could hide them even under the gaze of an 
Adjudicator. 

And when they did make a move…they didn't move alone as above 
them,there were unknown Tiers of Hyperversal Extremities backing their 
actions who would step in to stop the interference of any other Extremities! 

The cluster of veiled entities in the periphery of the obelisks were such types 
of Existence. 



At the very forefront,an exceedingly handsome man with a single central eye 
smiled with brutality and Valor as he spoke while licking his lips. 

"The hunt this time is for carefully selected Mutated Entities.The Engineered 
Entity Atlas was at the forefront as The Extremity of Destruction ordained,but 
strategies have changed.Another being has become our top target to devour 
as he is known as Noah Osmont.A Scion of unknown Origins who is actually 
combining an Absolute Seed of Extremity at this moment…haha, what do you 
all think?" 

…! 

His voice dripped with power and destruction as those behind him felt 
enormous with their overly strong souls, some responses coming out 
nonchalantly. 

"We've consumed many Mutated Entities and acquired what was theirs 
before,this one won't be any different." 

"With a budding Absolute Seed of Extremity…he will be intriguing at least." 

…! 
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Within the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution. 

In a region that was artificially rejecting the very fabric of Reality,a swirling 
mass of Vacuous Hyperversal Authority lay hidden with a simple red robe 
could be seen. 

Everything about him seemed simple,yet Vacuous Hyperversal Authority 
freely flowed from his body and spread out to different directions! 

Even with his simplicity,one would come to notice that his eyes were utterly 
timeless and filled with age,his pupils shining like collapsing suns as they 
gave off immense waves of destruction. 

He was an existence who strove to attain the very peak of Destruction,and he 
did just that as during the time when he attained Hyperversal Extremity 
Authority of Destruction,he saw even greater walls ahead of him! 



So his path altered and changed as he lived as he propagated chaos and 
destruction. 

He was among the beings that made it so Adjudicators were required. 

He was a being who moved free and unbound by constructed laws. 

And right now,he released streams of Vacuous Hyperversal Authority that 
covered a group of his Scions of Destruction that went towards the Extremity 
Vein of Dissolution,and also a group of Elder Scions of Destruction that lay in 
wait across different parts of the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution! 

One Elder Scion in particular did not need to be covered by his Vacuous 
Hyperversal Authority as his body silently pulsed with such an authority 
himself. 

The Hyperversal Extremity of Destruction gazed towards this being as he was 
his greatest accomplishment. 

A Mutated Entity he had managed to unfurl the talents of as after 
Apexification, he had actually managed to attain'that'! 

He would be his successor in the future to come as his task now was to target 
an Apex Aeonic Lifeform suspected of having a Mutated Soul. 

A being who supported a newly rising Lineage known as Lernaeans while not 
seeking any of the bounties across the Haven of Dissolution,a child named 
Aurelia! 

She was among the targets of the aboriginal Lineages here as others included 
Skoal of the Planeswalkers who was a verified Apex Aeonic Lifeform with a 
Mutated Origin,Babadan of the Noblesse who was suspected to have a 
Mutated Body,Rhea,and Daphne of the Quasarian Lineage. 

Apex Aeonic Lifeforms that had established their Meridians stably along with 
their Mutations were extremely special as his Elder Scions would benefit from 
their deaths or experimentations. 

And with this,he would bring about more chaos and destruction. 

His goal was to cause enough destruction to the extent that the majority of 
Hyperversal Extremities with their interests spread here would be tipped over 



the edge to enact another War that would be Recorded in the Aeonic Annals 
of Extremity! 

He was here alone,but he was never truly alone. 

Chaos never moved alone. 

'Quite literally…haha!' 

The Hyperversal Extremity of Destruction laughed as he thought of the Tier 3 
Hyperversal Extremity of Chaos. 

Even though she was more interested in the deadly beings outside of the 
scope of time and space,she would always come back to enjoy any chaos and 
destruction in these Havens! 

And so,a sequence of destruction and chaos was initiated as multiple hunting 
hounds were released across the awakening Haven of Dissolution. 

— 

Before a billowing cloudy wall that endlessly rose up and down,extending for 
an unknown distance as it was demarcating a wall between Havens. 

The visage of Grand Primeval Silas was stern as he held onto the body of the 
Dream Dimensional Chassis that had turned lifeless moments ago! 

Raise had caused him great shock as he saw it remain floating in 
space,where he couldn't help but come check its status as after a mere 
second passed… 

BOOM! 

A heavy aura of an unimaginable authority instantly erupted out as it caused 
alarm bells to resound within Silas'soul,his figure releasing the hand he had 
on the shoulder of this being before him as his gaze was grim,and even filled 
with a trace of anger! 

He…had felt alarm and even a sense of fear from a sudden aura that an 
existence who had not even attained Apexification? 



He buried his anger to better understand the situation as Noah's Clone fully 
opened its eyes,Silas noticing the abrupt change in this being who felt like an 
entirely different person. 

"Sorry about that,I had to do a little reboot.Let's keep going." 

…! 

As his body throbbed with a dazzling new aura,he floated towards the wall 
demarcating the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution with other Havens as towards its 
pulsing billowing clouds,his hand rose as an area parted. 

"...." 

Something that only Apex Aeonic Lifeforms or those that had achieved 
Extremity could do. 

The reason why traversing the walls between Havens required such beings! 

Those who had attained Hyperversal Extremity Authority could easily cross 
across,or Apex Aeonic Lifeforms who could utilize an authority of a Dynamis 
of Extremity. 

Now,an Existence that had not even achieved Apexification erupted with such 
authority as he made it seem like even with his own efforts,he could cross 

freely!𝗇𝑂𝒱𝑒𝓁𝞰𝑬xt.𝕔𝑶𝗆 

Silas'gaze became even more stern as he reevaluated this being once more. 

The being he had made an Oath with! 

As he took him towards the Aeonic Haven of Penumbra to view one of the 81 
Armaments of Extremity,a sense of apprehension began to rise within him! 

– 

In the Infinite Plane. 

Potent waves of Extremity danced wildly as Noah's Foundation was created 
with such a thing at its base,his successful enactment of a Second Absolute 
Seed of Extremity bringing about many changes- of which a large percentage 
were going towards his Origin! 



But as it reached 25%Convergence,this Unnamed Dynamis of Extremity 
pulled on his Origin as its grandeur of black gold spread out all around him. 

It asked to be given an identity. 

And as Noah felt its quality,as he saw the idea of Dimensions and Reality that 
made it in addition to all the particular Dimensional Realities… 

His eyes released a deep glow as he spoke out grandly. 

"Aletheian." 

HUUM! 

"The Aletheian Dynamis of Extremity!" 

…! 
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"The Aletheian Dynamis of Extremity!" 

…! 

He spoke the identity of the Dynamis of Extremity as a black gold light 
illuminated everything on his body and origin. 

In his soul,a rune burned as the word {ALETHEIAN}was inscribed towards his 
very depths-seemingly like a budding Seed that would grow into the most 
deep concept! 

Aletheian. 

It was a word that more closely defined something as the unconcealed 
essence of truth.The unconcealed essence of Reality and all the Dimensions 
it encompasses! 

With it,Noah planned to revolutionize his Origin. 

And it did just that as the moment it was conceived,one of the newly born 
features of{Dimensional String Alteration}activated without Noah even lifting a 
finger. 



{Dimensional String Alteration}::The nature of your Origin will be passively 
influenced by the Absolute Aletheian Dynamis of Extremity to become a 
bastion of progression and power.The method of progression will be the core 
of the Aletheian Dynamis of Extremity itself as the changes it brings are 
through its truth of infinitesimal vibrating Aletheian Strings of essence even 
smaller than even quarks to produce bursts of singularities at the most 
efficient cost and speed.Observing this passive process and increasing 
understanding in the vibrations of the Aletheian Strings and how they twist 
and turn to produce their reality altering effects will further growth the rate of 
Convergence at its current stage,and further proper this Absolute Seed of 
Extremity to attain Hyperversal Extremity Authority thereafter.This feature is 
the basis of growth for the Origin of the True Emperor of Quintessence as 
your Aeonic Soul Values will be passively drawn to power up the vibration of 
the Aletheian Strings,with very rare and few treasures of Extremity also 
capable of powering up the movements of the Aletheian Strings… 

A description of wonder and very,very simple descriptions of strings and 
quarks. 

It was why his Origin exploded massively with great power-and why his aura 
continued to become extremely heavy! 

In his Origin,the First and Second Planes of Extremity vibrated as they 
became covered by an utterly gorgeous black gold light. 

A light carrying the light of an AbsoluteDynamis of Extremity as the 
Dream,Avalon,Niflheim,Fantasia,Apollyon,Mirror,Prana,Elysium,and Quantum 
Dimensional Realities resonated and pulsed to release minute and extremely 
minuscule vibrating strings of light! 

They were extremely small,yet they seemed innumerable as an instant 
later,the Cosmos within each of the Dimensional Realities propagated so 
much so that in a matter of seconds,they were double what they were before. 

And this number only continued to rise explosively as the Dimensional 
Realities were expanded at an alarming degree,minute changes also 
occurring along the way as the black gold essence of the Aletheian Dynamis 
of Extremity wrapping around the countless strings of light that permeated 
across his Origin! 

{The First Plane of Extremity has been distinguished to become the First 
Haven of Extremity.} 



{The Second Plane of Extremity has been distinguished to become the 
Second Haven of Extremity.} 

{The First Haven of Extremity has exceeded previous limitations as all the 
Dimensional Realities within it are becoming Major Planes of Existence.} 

{The Second Haven of Extremity is coursing with potent essence of the 
Aletheian Dynamis of Extremity as its Dimensional Realities are transforming 
into Minor Aeonic Havens!} 

{The Third Haven of Extremity has begun to bud in conjunction with the other 
Planes of Extremity.} 

…! 

A magnitude of changes occurred as first,the Planes of Extremity were 
elevated to become Havens of Extremity,with each one having its past 
Dimensional Realities become something even greater! 

This wasn't to mention that with the coverage of the expanse of black gold 
light,Noah's Third Haven of Extremity began to be forged right after. 

And the alterations weren't done. 

{The Havens of Extremity under thebanner of the True Emperor of 
Quintessence are distinguished as Aletheian Havens of Extremity.} 

Aletheian Havens of Extremity. 

Grand in name and eminence as what exactly did they stand for?! 

{Each Aletheian Haven of Extremity is capable of passively taking the 
Concepts of Extremity that fabricate its makeup towards attaining Hyperversal 
Extremity Authority in time.} 

{All other Bound Sources of Extremity connected to the Aletheian Havens of 
Extremity are afforded the same passive progression towards attaining 
Hyperversal Extremity Authority.} 

{When 9 Aletheian Havens of Extremity are completely forged,all Sources of 
Extremity bound to it will have achieved Hyperversal Extremity Authority.Prior 
to achieving 9 Aletheian Havens of Extremity,it is possible for the Aletheian 
Dynamis of Extremity to achieve Hyperversal Extremity Authority.} 



…! 

His Origin would take the concepts within it to passively gain Hyperversal 
Extremity Authority so long as he continued to build more Havens! 

He currently had just had the Third Aletheian Haven of Extremity begin its 
construction as if he built six more… 

Hyperversal Extremity Authority would be his. 

But as he felt the droves of Soul Values pouring into{Dimensional String 
Alteration}to reform and rebuild the first three Aletheian Havens of 
Extremity..he knew that this would be an extremely arduous task that required 
the supplementation of a great deal of Loot. 

Mountains and mountains of Loot! 

The very meaning of{Dimensional String Alteration}pointed to this! 

These were the wonders happening to his Origin as in addition to the pristine 
black gold light of the Aletheian Dynamis of Extremity,traces of the Vacuous 
Hyperversal Authority were mixing in during such a time…in the same manner 
as they were mixing into his Body and Soul as his Foundation neared it's 
precipice! 

{The Aeonic Quintessential Hyperversal Extremity Foundation has intricately 
spread traces of Vacuous Hyperversal Authority across your Aspects of 
Existence.}𝗇𝓞𝓋𝑬𝗅𝔫𝚎xt.𝐂𝞸𝑀 

{Your Aspects of Existence are able to survive in regions outside the scope of 
space,time,and reality itself with the current stage of your Foundation.} 

{After achieving Apexification,the Aeonic Quintessential Hyperversal Extremity 
Foundation will allow for further changes as in addition to being able to survive 
in regions filled with Vacuous Hyperversal Authority,you may even be able to 
move around freely.When you have achieved genuine Hyperversal Extremity 
Authority,you can then thrive in regions made up of Vacuous Hyperversal 
Authority.} 

That! 

The capability to survive outside the scope of space,time,and reality itself! 



And in addition to all this,such afoundation was a Quintessential one as one 
more notification came in to give aglimpse as to just how deep the changes 
and reforging of his Aspects of Existence are. 

{Your Body,Origin,and Soul are one under the grandeur of the Unrecorded 
Aeonic Quintessential Hyperversal Extremity Foundation as they can express 
an output of Damage Values equivalent to a tenth of an Apex Aeonic Damage 
Value.} 

…! 
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{Your Body,Origin,and Soul are one under the grandeur of the Unrecorded 
Aeonic Quintessential Hyperversal Extremity Foundation as they can express 
an output of Damage Values equivalent to a tenth of an Apex Aeonic Damage 
Value.} 

…! 

Such a prompt of utmost grandeur ascended while those in the surroundings 
began to wake from their stupor as they felt the progression of their 
Boundaries towards Extremity escalate monstrously! 

Those who had known Noah for longer than a few days only gazed forward 
with solidified trust and reverence as off to the side,Barbatos shook her head 
with a smile that showed a mix of emotions. 

This whole time,she had been able to continue calling him Little Fish without 
worries or incongruity as that's what she was to him. 

Not some powerful overlord. 

Not some Conqueror of massive planes and Lineages. 

To her,he always continued to be Little Fish! 

But on this day when she gazed towards him after she closed her eyes for just 
minutes…he seemed too grand. 

It wasn't the aura of Boundaries or Dynamis of Extremity that they felt that 
caused her to think this. 



Whatever change he just went through now…it seemed to have changed him 
at a fundamental level as his eyes felt different! 

The air around him felt different as even someone like her who had hugged 
him close countless times…wondered if she would be able to do so freely 
once more! 

Whether she would even naturally be able to call him Little Fish again. 

This was because there was something Noah currently emanated due to the 
Unrecorded Aeonic Quintessential Hyperversal Extremity Foundation that 
even he wasn't fully aware of yet! Something he would learn about in the near 
future as it caused Barbatos and others who gazed towards him to feel a 
sense of grandness of a being so pristine that they shouldn't be looking at him 
so closely. 

Even Aurelia and Orion were not exempt from this as these Apex Aeonic 
Lifeforms felt a sensation they never expected to feel from a being who had 
not even undergone Apexification yet! 

Even though it wasn't close…it almost felt like a shred of what they felt when 
they first stood before the Adjudicator of Dissolution after they became Apex 
Aeonic Lifeforms. 

A shred! 

But even this caused them alarm and disbelief as they couldn't fathom what 
was happening before them. 

It didn't make sense! 

As for the being in question,he also didn't yet know as he was focused on the 
last prompt that spoke of his output reaching a tenth of an Apex Aeonic 
Damage Value. 

A tenth of an Apex Aeonic Damage Value! 

A single Apex Aeonic Damage Value was what an average existence who had 
just undergone Apexification to define themselves and attained their first 
Boundary at the 10th Boundary Layer held. An Apex Aeonic Damage Value of 
1. 



Depending on how many Extremity Meridians one forged,whether they held 
Dynamis of Extremity,their Foundation, and a myriad of other factors-this 
value could be much greater than 1 simply after Apexification. 

The boons of one's Boundary Layers and all the granted percentages to All 
Aeonic Parameter Values. 

Any multipliers that their boundaries granted. 

All of it was collated to a single value that either made 1 or exceeded it. 

Noah…held a tenth of an Apex Aeonic Damage Value before he was even 
close to undergoing Apexification! 

He could release a tenth of an attack of a genuine average Apex Aeonic 
Lifeform! 

'And if multiple skills are stacked with multiple clones or Reified Sources of 
Extremity and released simultaneously…' 

His thoughts buzzed wildly as the possibilities were endless. 

And all of this was the initial step as his Foundation settled. 

He gazed at his Body and felt his Soul as even though their changes weren't 
as explosive as his Origin that gained the added benefit of an Absolute 
Dynamis of Extremity geared directly towards it,the essence of this Dynamis 
of Extremity and traces of the Vacuous Hyperversal Authority still permeated 
across his Body and Soul! 

THUMP! 

Each pulsing string-like vibration caused his body to thrum rhythmically as his 
heart beat like an ancient drum. 

Each string-like vibration caused his Aeonic Soul Values to explode upwards 
a few hundred thousand as with the Foundation going towards stabilization,his 
Aeonic Soul Values would soon exceed 100 Million. 

This was his path. 

{Your Body,Origin,and Soul now hold the initial might of the Unrecorded 
Aeonic Quintessential Hyperversal Extremity Foundation.} 



{You have attained the distinction of One Who Gazes Upon Hyperversal 
Authority.} 

WAA! 

The initial might of this foundation was what Noah had achieved. 

When he achieved Apexification,his Foundation would expand to even greater 
heights as at that point in time,even more of its might would unfold! 

And when he achieved Extremity…when he actually commanded Hyperversal 
Extremity Authority… 

That would be the day for his enemies to weep and hide in the farthest 
reaches outside the very scope of reality! 

The profound changes around him gradually settled as what he was truly 
granted continued to show itself through prompts. 

{You have attained an Unrecorded Quintessential Hyperversal Soul.} 

{You have attained an Unrecorded Quintessential Hyperversal Origin.} 

{You have attained an Unrecorded Quintessential Hyperversal Body.} 

{Your Soul is tied to your Foundation,with your Quintessential Hyperversal 
Soul Value currently equivalent to a tenth of a single Apex Aeonic Soul 
Value.} 

…! 

His Aeonic Soul Values that reached 100 Million were akin to a tenth of an 
average Apex Aeonic Lifeform who had just finished their Apexification,and it 
was tabulated to be a tenth of a Quintessential Hyperversal Soul Value! 

No longer was it an Aeonic Soul Value. 

It was transforming to a quality that was even grander! 

And this wasn't all. 



{Your life force is tied to your Foundation, with your Quintessential 
Hyperversal Vitality Value currently equivalent to a third of a single Apex 
Aeonic Vitality Value.} 

{An Innate Quintessential Hyperversal Barrier equivalent to a third of a single 
Apex Aeonic Defense Value emanates from your Body.} 

…!𝗇𝑂𝒱𝑒𝓁𝞰𝑬xt.𝕔𝑶𝗆 
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There was the Quintessential Hyperversal Vitality Value that showed Noah's 
Foundation was more geared towards defense,with his life force three times 
as much as his Damage output. 

Around his stellar body,a transparent barrier that at times shone a 
multicolored 

grandeur manifested as the Innate Quintessential Hyperversal Barrier arrived 
to be! 

It made him seem untouchable and impenetrable-with those who could hurt 
him seeming very few! 

This was outwardly. 

Everything gazed glorious and magnificent outwardly as the main point of 
glory remained within Noah's own Aspects of Existence-a dazzling set of 
prompts cementing the grandeur of the Unrecorded Aeonic Quintessential 
Hyperversal Extremity Foundation at this moment! 

{Your Mana has gained qualities of your Unrecorded Aeonic Quintessential 
Hyperversal Extremity Foundation and has been transformed into 
Quintessential Hyperversal Mana.} 

{You have gained 5%Absolute Hyperversal Authority Resistance} 

{You have unlocked the numerical auxiliary value of Hyperversal Dignity.} 

{You currently hold a Hyperversal Dignity Value of.1} 

{You have unlocked the numerical auxiliary value of Hyperversal Mastery.} 



{You currently hold a Hyperversal Mastery Value of.1} 

Profoundness that caused Noah to pause appeared. 

His soul focused on the minute changes brought about by the Unrecorded 
Aeonic Quintessential Hyperversal Extremity Foundation as his eyes 
illuminated an unknown darkness! 

{Absolute Hyperversal Authority 

Resistance}::The Unrecorded Aeonic Quintessential Hyperversal Extremity 
Foundation forges the Aspects of Existence to be as strong and as sturdy as 
possible, with a resistance against Concepts of Extremity granted that makes 
it harder for the reality altering effects of concepts to work against you-even if 
they have achieved Extremity.The higher your Absolute Hyperversal Authority 
Resistance is,the more unfettered you can become against other beings and 
their Hyperversal Authority. 

Current Absolute Hyperversal Authority Resistance-5% 

{Hyperversal Dignity}::Dignity is something that those who have brought a 
concept towards Extremity or those forging a connection with Hyperversal 
Authority attain.Obtaining it before bringing a concept to Extremity while not 
yet having undergone Apexification is an Unrecorded Achievement worthy of 
being placed in the Aeonic Annals of Extremity. 

This Value allows the soul to emanate a type of Hyperversal Haki that 
expresses one's dignity,with a higher value being capable of causing a 
suppressive effect on enemies to the extent that if they choose to act against 
you with their concepts, their Convergence of essence to cast abilities or skills 
may fail,or if they do manage to act against you-the effectiveness of their 
reality altering output will be greatly reduced.An extremely high Hyperversal 
Dignity stat will make it so that your enemies cannot even stand against you. 

Since you have only begun to grasp Hyperversal Dignity, much of its effects 
are unknown and cannot be fully expressed by you.The effects of Hyperversal 
Dignity can be expressed or not expressed at your will, with the methods of 
raising it not fully clear at this moment… 

Dignity! 

And a Hyperversal Dignity at that! 



It was the reason that when Noah's will passed over his Vassals and those 
closest to him…they felt he was much too grand of a being purely from the 
pressure he gave off. 

This was the feeling his allies felt while gazing at him. 

As for those labeled his enemies? 

Life was about to be very difficult for them! 

His will experienced blinding as he moved on to another newly introduced 
term. 

{Hyperversal Mastery}::A measurement of the competency with which one has 
towards Hyperversal Authority.The higher the value,the easier it is for one to 
take concepts towards the Hyperversal State. 

When Hyperversal Mastery reaches a sufficient threshold,every concept that 
one touches will automatically be taken towards Hyperversal Extremity.Due to 
a very limited understanding and grasp of the value of Hyperversal 
Mastery,many of its uses and boons are still unknown… 

'Glorious…' 

Noah's eyes were vibrant as he saw such a wonder,his Will intent on finding 
out much more about it and its remaining wonders when suddenly… 

BZZZT! 

His body trembled and gushed with crimson gold radiance.𝗇𝓞𝓋𝑬𝗅𝔫𝚎xt.𝐂𝞸𝑀 

{Your Lineage has been affected by the Unrecorded Aeonic Quintessential 
Hyperversal Extremity Foundation.} 

{The Lineage of Quintessential Kainos Emperor is transforming into the 
Lineage of the Quintessential Hyperversal Emperor!} 

…! 

THUMP! 



His Blood churned as it was pumped through his heart and coursed across his 
vessels,traces of utmost majesty being added to it as the changes of his 
current foundation were thorough! 

And because his Lineage was something he shared with a select few others… 

HUUM! 

Amidst his people,Henry's body rose as blinding Crimson gold light radiated 
from him,his jaws opening to release a bellow of ancient power and grandeur 
as his skin split and changed! 

His dark blue hair became stellar as his eyes released beams of ancient 
light,his body giving off an aura of invincibility akin to his Father in the 
distance. 

Far away from this region,in the center of a massive Cosmos that had millions 
of Spiritual Herbs releasing a treasured light of Extremity. 

The figure of Amelia Osmont could be seen as she plucked Quintessential 
Singularity Berries in a small basket. 

The mother of the True Emperor of Quintessence. 

She had no worries about her son and his capabilities as she lived 
freely,enjoying the work of farming utmost grandeur in the Infinite Plane as at 
this moment,her figure trembled as she caused the Spiritual Herbs around her 
to pulse with reverence! 

Her power was contained as her figure became much younger,looking like a 
woman in her 20s as her beauty could put many others in the Infinite Plane to 
shame! 

Changes were occurring to those directly linked to Noah as even Adelaide 
who bore his soul experienced a change in her very Bloodline as all her 
Aspects of Existence felt grand changes. 

Every single one of them underwent a great change as it was akin to being 
reborn! 

— 

{Name}::Noah Osmont 



{Realm}::Boundary Expansion(Third Aletheian Haven of Extremity) 

{Lineage}::Quintessential Hyperversal Emperor 

{Titles}::True Emperor of Quintessence, One Who Gazes Upon Hyperversal 
Authority,Aletheian,Indefatigable, Tyrannical Emperor… 

{Quintessential Hyperversal Mana Value}:: Infinite 

{Quintessential Hyperversal Vitality Value}::.33 

{Quintessential Hyperversal Soul Value}:: .10(100 Million Aeonic Soul Values) 

{Quintessential Hyperversal Defense Value}::.33 

{Quintessential Hyperversal Damage Value}::.10 

{Hyperversal Dignity}::.1 

{Hyperversal Mastery}::.1 

{Absolute Hyperversal Authority Resistance}5% 

{Dynamis of Extremity}:: 

Indefatigable(Absolute), Aletheian(Absolute) 

{Boundaries of Extremity}::Quintessence, Blood,Manadynamics,Loot,Reality, 
Dimensions,Genesis,Apocalypse,Prana, Dreams,Avalon… 
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Noah and those connected to him underwent great changes. 

But…there was one more thing he was intricately connected to. 

Something that his past Dimensional Realities were connected to! 

It was the vast Dimensions that made up the Infinite Plane. 

It was the Infinite Plane itself! 

This too, began to undergo profound changes! 



— 

Hair as dark as night. 

Skin shimmering with an Obsidian stellar luster while a black body suit 
covered her dazzling curves. 

Her beauty was a given, yet her face currently showed distaste and revulsion 
as he watched her prey like a hawk! 

She was Euryale of the Noblesse Lineage. 

She had the grandeur of the Prognostic Dynamis of Extremity coursing over 
her eyes as it would tell her when the opportune time would come for her to 
strike against the Lernaean Commander leading their forces into her Noblesse 
Domains! 

Her lips arched in a smile of cruelty as she wanted this lesson to be fully 
cemented, and she knew the time neared for her to get what she wanted as 
she waited patiently. 

Beside her, the Apex Aeonic Noblesse known as Richard sighed as he 
watched this happen, wondering what the extent of the consequences would 
be. 

Around this same time, on another side of the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution. 

The visage of the Fantasia Dimensional Chassis opened its eyes as a vast 
blue sea manifested around it, prompts appearing before it similar to other 
prompts that Noah's clones were staring at as they woke. 

[The Fantasia Dimensional Frame has been transformed into the Fantasia 
Aletheian Chassis.] 

WAA! 

Waves of power coursed throughout its body as it began to give off the same 
majesty as his main body, Noah's will gazing through this Clone as he waved 
his hand to cause the appearance of a golden singularity of light. 

A Golden Extremity Panacea! 



Obtaining one was entirely too easy from those erupting in the fissure that had 
spread out, and Noah took one for a particular purpose as at this moment, his 
Fantasia Aletheian Chassis turned towards the direction of the far away 
Quasarian Lands. 

He had finished devouring the Lernaean Domains as his son continued his 
incursion into the land of the Noblesse, and Noah wasted no time as at this 
moment, the Fantasia Aletheian Chassis began to head towards the 
Quasarian Lands with an Extremity Panacea in hand. 

In those domains, there was an entry pass known as Xiaomi. 

In those domains, there was the Mad Apex Emperor Caesar! 

SHAA! 

The steps that the Fantasia Aletheian Chassis took were akin to a vast body 
of water shifting every time, Noah's visage giving off a terrific glow of power as 
he was crossing the Lernaean Domains rapidly. 

Every step seemed to twist space as a black gold light of the Aletheian 
Dynamis of Extremity wrapped around this Clone that borrowed the power of 
the entire Aletheian Havens to cross forward! 

Thus, a journey that may have taken a Reverend a few hours at top speed to 
make…Noah would be able to complete it within the next few minutes as he 
passed through a myriad of different regions across the Aeonic Haven of 
Dissolution.I think you should take a look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

As for what reception awaited him in the Quasarian Lands? This mattered not 
to him as he barreled forward, intent on obtaining more Planes of Existence 
as he saw how critical they were to the Infinite Plane. 

This was because at this moment, the assimilation of the Lernaean Domains 
and the changes that had bloomed within Noah's Origin culminated into a 
wondrous unfolding reality! 

— 

In the Infinite Plane. 



The tower like structuring of the massive 9 Dimensions and the trillions of 
clusters of Cosmos above them that seemed like the image of an ancient tree 
holding up countless pearls of light brightened up even more. 

And across it all…a radiant black gold light erupted out as the light of the 
Aletheian Dynamis of Extremity covered everything!𝗇𝓞𝓋𝑬𝗅𝔫𝚎xt.𝐂𝞸𝑀 

In addition to this, the pristine aura afforded only to those who had reached 
the utmost peak of a concept leaked from Noah's Foundation to surge across 
the connection shared between man and construct. 

And then… 

[The Sources of all recently devoured Planes of Existence are being utilized 
as fuel for the birth of special Aletheian Hyperversal Planes in the Infinite 
Plane.] 

…! 

Waves of sources sank into the 9 blinding layers that began to expand and 
proliferate rapidly, more prompts appearing as they did so! 

[When the Aletheian Hyperversal Planes expand to a sufficient breadth, the 
Infinite Plane will naturally become the Infinite Hyperversal Haven.] 

[All past features of the Limitless Plane are experiencing major elevation!] 

[The Reified Enders of Extremity are being transformed into Hyperversal 
Enders of Extremity!] 

[Aletheian Hyperversal Herbs and Treasures can now be planted and formed 
within the expanding Aletheian Hyperversal Planes.] 

[Items of utmost quality exceeding that of even Apex Aeonic Relics can be 
forged in the Hyperversal Blacksmith's Forge with materials forming across 
the Infinite Hyperversal Haven.] 

[Pills of deep quality can be concocted in the Hyperversal Alchemy Hall.] 

[The Offensive and Defensive Features are undergoing a major 
transformation to match the Infinite Hyperversal Haven!] 

The reason for his need for more Planes of Existence. 



The reason for his need for Conquest! 

It was to continue building up the majesty of the Limitless Plane that was now 
becoming the Infinite Hyperversal Haven. 

He, Noah Osmont…was beginning to form his own Haven. 

ραndαsnοvεl.cοm Not part of the Seven Aeonic Havens, and no doubt much 
smaller in scale and size right now, but it was still a Haven that he built. 

And when he incorporated the Domains of Quasarians, Noblesse, and even 
the Planeswalkers…he waited for what such an accomplishment would bring! 

The transformation of the Infinite Hyperversal Haven he was in was just 
beginning while his Unrecorded Aeonic Quintessential Hyperversal Extremity 
Foundation was nearing the end of its boons. 

His stats and power had been revolutionized greatly as now, it was time to 
display it fully as he moved unmatched to obtain everything that he wanted! 

He gazed at the people around him as he spoke while blinding surges of light 
flowed around freely. 

"The space around you and the expanding Aletheian Hyperversal Planes 
contain treasures exceeding Aeonic Treasures of Extremity. Acclimate 
yourselves and work to procure these treasures that will elevate your 
Boundaries and Realms even further." 

…! 

 


